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Jeremy Ottenstein < Jeremy@mdjermdmail.rad.co.il > asked:

I have noticed that while Ashkenazim name their children after animals, Sephardim do not. Is this just a coincidence or is there some kind of Halachic disagreement between the two groups?

Dear Jeremy & UTILAUDIT,

First, some background about names. Names are labels we use to convey the essence of something. The first place we find the procedure of giving a name is when Adam names the animals, and then names Chava. The difference between this naming of animals and the naming of people is that animal names describe the species but not the individual, whereas people names describe only the individual. The Talmud tells us that the name given to a person can affect his character, and we are therefore careful to give our children names that will affect them positively. The Talmud also explains the verse in Proverbs “The remembrance of a tzaddik is a blessing, and the name of the wicked should rot” to mean that one should not name a child after a wicked person. Another aspect of the significance of names was told to me by Rabbi Moshe Shapiro, shlita, that when a child is named after someone, the child “continues in the footsteps” of the first person, in order to complete their original task.

Now, on to your questions. After investigating this subject, I agree with your distinction about animal names. Ashkenazim do, in fact, often name their children after animals, while Sephardim do not. One phenomenon that I encountered in my research is that when Rabbi Yosef Karo (a noted Sephardic Posek) lists the spelling of names for the purpose of writing a Get, none of the names are “animal names;” yet when the Rama (a noted Ashkenazic Posek) lists names for the same purpose he includes many names of animals. I asked Rabbi Chaim Pinchas Scheinberg, shlita, “Why would one group choose names of animals and another not?” He told me that really neither group is naming their offspring for animals, since we are careful about “contaminating” our children with the tumah (impure spiritual effect) of non-Kosher animals. So why do Ashkenazim seemingly name children after animals? The answer is that when they name the children they are not naming them after the animals per se, but are recalling the qualities of the great people of early generations who are exemplified by those positive animal traits. When someone is named “Arayeh” (Leo, or Leonard) the trait of Yehudah is being evoked, a “lion-like” “royal” “king of the beasts.” With the name of “Zev” (Wolf) we are recalling Binyamin, whose character was “wolf-like” “a mighty and fearless warrior.” The animals are mere symbols of very human qualities. “Yehuda ben Teima said: Be as fearless as a lion; to do the will of your Father in Heaven.”

Jeremy Ottenstein < Jeremy@mdjermdmail.rad.co.il > asked:

If you have E-Mail and a question, you can submit it to Ask The Rabbi for possible inclusion in a future edition. Just write your question using your E-Mail program, set the subject to “Ask The Rabbi” and send it to ohr@jer1.co.il. We can’t include all questions submitted, but we do try to respond to everyone.

Ask The Rabbi is written by Rabbi Yehoshua Karsh, Rabbi Benzion Bamberger, and various other Rabbis at Ohr Somayach Institutions / Tanenbaum College, Jerusalem, Israel.
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Will Shulman had the following comments regarding last week’s issue on The Lottery:

My Rav in Maryland told a story about the Chafetz Chaim zt”l. “A man once asked the Chafetz Chaim for a bracha on a lottery ticket; the Chafetz Chaim refused. ‘But you give brachot when people gamble on stocks, why not when they gamble on lotteries?’ the man asked. The Chafetz Chaim answered that he gave brachot on stock certificates because if the stock went up, no one would lose money. But if he were to give a bracha for a lottery ticket, he would also be giving a kila (curse) to everyone else!”

My Rav ended by saying that while the lottery is not against Halacha, the Gedolim of Israel do not play it.